
Dear Mr Mashua, 
 
It is unfortunate that I need to send this mail to you since I have on many occasions addressed the 
under mentioned issues. I know it is not due to you that we have not clarity on the propagating and 
selling of cycads. It is the unfortunate result of a few people at SANBI and elsewhere who clearly do not 
understand the value we – as nursery owners – have in the conservation of indigenous cycad species. 
For the past twenty years I and my family has pollinated and propagated thousands of cycads which at 
present find them self in hundreds of gardens all over South Africa. 
 
However, with this noble effort, we are harassed and driven mad by certain people at the Department 
of Nature conservation and SANBI, trying to stop us from ensuring the survival of all indigenous cycad 
species. Forgive me if I had to repeat myself about the facts of the past decade and longer. The NSAP 
document with a “moratorium” on the selling of certain species was supposed to be launched at the 
COP 17 International Conference last year. Due to well known reasons it did not happen. It was 
abandoned at the last moment since no transparent negotiations with national stakeholders took place.  
 
During the same conference as mentioned above the IUCN (CITES) had a International press release  in 
which they admitted that the moratorium on the selling of elephant and rhino products, which was in 
place for the last thirty years, had dismally failed. They also admitted in the same press release that they 
are sorry for the damage created by the moratorium.  Now our Nature conservation people want to do 
the same thing with cycads – why? I can only come to the conclusion that they – or the ones or two  
amongst them – has failed to do proper research, did not consult with stakeholders, did not do anything 
to prevent  the extinction of cycads in nature of which they were responsible for – and did nothing to 
establish how many cycads survive as  propagated  plants coming from approved nurseries. It is 
sickening to fight a battle against people who actually should stand together in making sure our 
indigenous species survive for our children and their children to come. 
 
During the above mentioned conference our Minister – the honourable Edna Molewa – did the right 
thing to request that a plan should be submitted in the next four years in which our complete 
biodiversity must be reflected with clarity on its sustainability. It also should reflect how communities 
and stakeholders should engage to ensure this. 
 
From present correspondence which has come under my attention there seems to be a singe person 
who ignores all this noble intentions. How is it possible that this can happen. If I am  wrong please 
advise me, but it seems as if this person has no knowledge of the vast effort been put in by legal 
nurseries to do just as what the honourable minister expects from us. This is plainly ignored if there are 
any talks of a “moratorium” or a “ban” on the selling of certain cycads. The question rise if this persons 
vision is that hundreds or thousands of these rare plants which was legally propagated and grown, now 
been destroyed. If we look at this messages coming my attention – it really looks true. What a horrible 
day it would be if this must become reality. 
 
By propagating cycads nurseries are taking of the pressure from still remaining natural populations. If 
this is not done I can guarantee the extinction of most if not all natural colonies – under the protection 
of Nature Conservation – within a decade. The question is who helps who? My view is that, as a legal 
cycad grower - I am harassed almost on a daily basis, Not withholding the fact that I am sure that my 
nursery has played a major role in saving cycads from extinction. Above all, I also contributed to the 
community by employing only staff members coming from disadvantage communities. I think I am living 
closer to the vision of our honourable Minister. 
 
Please give me clarity on the way forward in my attention to keep on pollinating, propagating and 
selling cycads. 



 
Yours Sincerely, 
 

 
 

 


